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ABSTRACT
Blockchain technology has achieved increased interest over the last
few years. Transferring data and value across different blockchains
is one of the biggest obstacles to further expansion. Blockchain in-
teroperability allows different networks to communicate and trans-
fer data between them and are increasingly crucial for blockchain
applications. However, the concern about security and privacy
in blockchain interoperability arises naturally. This work aims to
provide the state-of-the-art related to security and privacy chal-
lenges in blockchain interoperability. We conducted a multivocal
literature review (MLR) and analyzed 16 scientific and 30 grey
literature, respectively. Our MLR identified security and privacy
challenges in interoperable blockchain networks while presenting
mitigation regarding these vulnerabilities. We have also identified
further research directions to mitigate and prevent future attacks
and exploitation.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy→ Distributed systems security.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the introduction of Bitcoin in 2008 [35], Blockchain -as a tech-
nology for achieving distributed database of records- has gained
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tremendous popularity. Blockchain is considered as the next dis-
ruptive technology under the umbrella of Industry 4.0, and it has
assimilated impacts to the internet [10]. The distributed feature
of Blockchain coupled with other distinguishable features such as
immutability, transparency, and security has helped the technology
to be exploited beyond finance such as Supply Chain Management,
electronic voting, IoT and many others. Further, the introduction of
smart contracts has brought programability, which allows users/or-
ganizations to build their own applications on top of Blockchain.
This allows users to complete transactions or data exchange with-
out the need of any centralized and trusted third-party authority
[7].

Blockchain has become a crucial player in the Financial Technol-
ogy (FinTech) industry. According to Research and Market report
1, The Blockchain market size is projected to grow from USD 4.9
billion in 2021 to USD 67.4 billion by 2026, at a Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) of 68.4% during the forecast period. This huge
market is attractive for attackers, thus concerns about security
and privacy risks arises naturally. For example, in [30], researchers
used Oyente 2 tool to analyse 19.366 existing Ethereum smart con-
tracts which have a total balance of about 3,068,654 million Ethers,
approximately equivalent to 30 million USD. The results showed
that 8.833 contracts are vulnerable to security attacks. Further, in
June 2016, a malicious user stole around 60 million US dollar from
Ethereum platform caused by a bug in DAO smart contract. This
allowed the attacker to recursively drain the DAO of ether collected
from the sale of its token [8]. Such cases are barriers which pre-
vent Blockchain technology from reaching it’s full potential. To
address these challenges, new security approaches and proposals,
new Blockchain platforms with new features are introduced.

New blockchains have emerged and grown independently with
their own features claiming that its more secure and capable to
offer better features than the existing platforms. This translates
to a critical point in blockchain technology where the different
types of blockchains are restricted to their own set of rules. The
increased number of unconnected and independent blockchain sys-
tems, causes a big fragmentation in the field of research as the
majority of blockchain systems operates within silos [24]. From
business perspectives, these Blockchain platforms should be able to

1https://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/5025113/blockchain-market-with-
covid-19-impact-analysis
2https://github.com/ethereum/oyente
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interact with each other in order enhance buisness processes and
introduce new add-on values for both users and organisations. How-
ever, integration with other systems/Blockchains is a non-trivial
challenge primarily due to differences with respect to platforms,
consensus mechanism, and governance. Todays software enterprise
truly relies on collaboration and interaction, so blockchains that
focuses on interoperability has therefore increased in popularity
by researchers and industrial partners in recent years.

There exists several studies on the security and privacy chal-
lenges of blockchain technology, but a few of them target security
and privacy challenges in interoperable blockchain networks. A
systematic literature review about blockchain interoperability [48]
stated that the limitation of inter-blockchain communication are
security, privacy, lack of control, scalability, and not supporting hy-
brid systems. Motivated by the limitation given by [48], this paper
focus on security, privacy and vulnerabilities found in interopera-
ble blockchains.We performed a MLR covering both scientific and
grey literature. The former is used to analyze current state-of-art
regarding security and privacy issues in interoperable blockchains
while the latter is used to help us better understanding these issue
due to lack of research in this field. We developed three research
questions and build our search term to seek answers to these ques-
tions using various resources. A total of 489 scientific papers and
333 grey literature was found. This set was reduced to 16 and 30 in
scientific and grey literature respectively after paper filtering. The
main contributions of this paper are: 1) identify the main security
and privacy vulnerabilities targeting blockchain interoperability,
2)identify mitigations to address these vulnerabilities and 3) higlight
the challenges associated with these mitigations.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents related
work. In section 3, we describe our research method. Section 4
reports research results and Section 5 discusses the results. We
draw conclusions in section 6.

2 RELATEDWORK
There are tremendous scientific literature about the blockchain
technology and its interoperability in general, with a few focus-
ing on security and privacy aspects. Belcior et.al [4] conducted
a survey about blockchain interoperability mapping extant liter-
ature and classifying studies in different categories. This survey
provides a holistic overview of interoperable blockchains with dif-
ferent challenges, future work and standards. It’s highlighted that
the open issues towards achieving interoperable blockchains are
privacy and security. Similarly, authors in [48] conducted a review
gathering scientific research on interoperability among heteroge-
neous blockchains and observed that studies on security risks re-
lated to interoperable blockchains are insufficient. The need for
blockchain interoperability and how to manage a paradigm shift
where blockchains communicate is discussed in [45]. Even authors
provide the current state of the art in cross-chain communication,
their work does not focus on identifying security and privacy chal-
lenges regarding these protocols. On the other hand, [27] strictly
follows the formal definition of interoperability and proves that
is impossible for two blockchains to interact with each other. The
paper highlights, that relaxing the definition gives the possibility to
create a 2-in-1 blockchain with two ledgers. Additionally, a survey

of all the available cross-blockchain communication solutions is
presented in [39]. This survey categorizes the solutions into four cat-
egories, sidechains solutions, blockchain routers, smart contracts,
and industrial solutions. Furthermore, it compares these categories
and discusses their limitations and weaknesses. Authors in [11]
propose a proof of concept framework using smart contracts to pro-
vide secure communication between heterogeneous blockchains.
The proposed system focuses on how Ethereum blockchain can be
used to securely share and transfer healthcare data. The system
only supports heterogeneous (public and private) blockchains on
the Ethereum platform, and not hybrid systems, such as Bitcoin.

Many surveys or literature reviews, such as [3, 5, 12, 13, 16, 20,
20–22, 29, 34, 51, 53], focus on blockchain’s security and privacy.
However, none of these targets the security and privacy challenge
associated with interoperable blockchains. Although [3] targets
blockchain security and privacy and examines the vulnerabilities
in various blockchain ecosystems components, the study excludes
some vulnerable components related to interoperable blockchains.

3 RESEARCH DESIGN
We aim at summarizing the state-of-the-art of vulnerabilities in
existing interoperable blockchain networks and research gaps in
the field of related challenges. To attain our research goal, we de-
cided to conduct a MLR [18]. MLR is a form of Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) which includes grey literature (GL), while a typical
SLR use academic peer-reviewed papers only. Generally, GL is any
information (not published in books or scientific papers) produced
by the private industry or practitioners that is not controlled by
any peer-review or publisher [18]. Given that security and privacy
in blockchain interoperability is a relatively unsearched field, in-
cluding GL in our research is necessary for better understanding
of the field and allowing us to combine scientific literature with
state of the art, produced by practitioners. In this MLR, we focused
on answering the following research questions and followed the
process proposed in [18].

• RQ1: What are the existing security and privacy challenges
related to blockchain interoperability?

• RQ2: What are the mitigations?
• RQ3: What are the open challanges around the mitigations?

RQ1 aims to identify challenges regarding security and privacy,
mentioned by researchers and practitioners, in both grey and scien-
tific literature. RQ2 seeks to provide a overview of the mitigations
in the field, while RQ3 focusing on which challenges follows these
mitigations.

3.1 Search Strategy
Due to lack of research in security and privacy in interoperable
blockchains, we had to fine-tune the main search string. So far, the
most adapted blockchain interoperability solutions are Polkadot
and Cosmos. Hence, we opted to use these blockchains as individual
terms for our search string. Further, these blockchain names are
used in the previously listed research works. This yielded search
results suitable to our needs. In order to create the search string, we
derived relevant keywords from the research scope and research
questions. Then, we defined the search string using the searching
terms shown in Table 1 and their combination as follows.
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(X1 OR X2 OR X3) AND (Y1 OR Y2) AND (Z1 OR Z2 OR Z3
OR Z4)

The selection process used for both scientific and grey literature
consists of 4 different stages. In scientific literature the four stages
are: 1) Literature search and snowballing: In this stage the
researcher a literature search in both google scholar and Oria [1] (a
search engine aggregating research papers from scientific databases,
including IEEE Xplore, Springer, ACM Digital library, and Scopus),
is performed using the search string. When searching using Google,
We limited the results from the search by utilizing its page rank and
included the first 8 pages without taking the year of publication
into account. Limiting the range of the year of publication will not
provide the holistic overview we are in search of. To retrieve grey
literature for our research, we applied our search string to Google.
Applying the first string (X1∧ Y1 ∧ Z3) resulted in 556 000 results
(December 2021). Obviously, we need to rely on Google´s page
rank algorithm [28], so limiting our search is necessary. This result
in a list of scientific literature. Then, this list is extended using the
backward snowballing. 2) Remove duplication: where duplicates
from the generated list are removed. In case of different versions,
only the most recent paper will be kept. 3) abstract analysiswhere
the papers’ abstracts are analyzed to excluded irrelevant articles. 4)
deep analysis: where the literature is further further analyzed to
determine whether it will be included or excluded. This is done by
a full read through of the papers.

For grey literature, the stages were almost the same except the
third stage as grey literature resources have no abstract. For this
reason, the introduction together with the title are taken into con-
sideration and analyzed to decide whether they give sufficient in-
formation about the content of the specific literature in order to
categorize them. In order to maintain the validity of each primary
study, a standardized rating approach is used. The goal is to re-
duce the number of studies regarding their relevance. Since quality
assessment for grey literature is more complicated than scientific
literature, we followed [18] approach to determine whether a source
is valid and free of bias. [18] points out that "there is no one-size-fits-
all quality model", so we decided to follow their quality assessment
checklist for grey literature, considering the authority of the pro-
ducer, methodology, objectivity, date, novelty, impact, and outlet
type. Table 2 presents a quality assessment checklist with a 3-point
Likert scale (yes=1, partly=0.5, no=0) combined with the bare binary
decision (true=1, false=0), to assign scores to assessment criteria
questions. Based on these scorings, we defined a threshold for inclu-
sion and calculated the average of each score, and finally rejected
grey literature sources that were lower than 0.5 with a range from
0 to 1.

The MLR was conducted during the autumn of 2021. Using the
aforementioned search strings, we found 489 scientific literature
and 333 grey literature for further analysis. After filtering, we
identified 16 primary scientific papers and and 30 grey literature.We
analyzed the data in these primary studies using thematic analysis
to answer our research questions.

4 RESULTS
In this section, we present results of our research questions.

4.1 RQ1: security and privacy challenges
From both scientific and grey literature, most of the vulnerabilities
are related to the security aspect of blockchain interoperability.
Privacy and security are closely related, but privacy attacks target
compromising personal information. After data analysis, we have
identified the following vulnerabilities and corresponding attacks
for security and privacy:

• Wormhole Attack: The wormhole attack happens when two
malicious actors infiltrate the network creating a commu-
nication tunnel between them and announcing their short
path of transaction handling to the other nodes. This will
exclude the other nodes from taking part in the existing
transaction, potentially stealing fees intended for the honest
actors [31]. Hash Time Lock Contract (HTLC) is vulnerable
to this attack as it encompasses no more than two rounds of
communication which wormhole takes advantage of [31].

• Collusion Attack [17]: Collusion attacks relate to collabora-
tion betweenmultiple nodes generated by a secret agreement
in order to behave maliciously. Side Chains and HTLC are
vulnerable to this attack, but notary schemes are not due to
their reliance on centralized third parties.

• DoS (Denial of Service) in Atomic Swap Vulnerabilities:
Atomic swaps, also known as atomic cross-chain trading,
offer a way to swap cryptocurrencies peer-to-peer from dif-
ferent blockchains directly without the requirement for a
third party, such as an exchange. Atomic Swap utilizes the
strategy of HTLC. Atomic Swap is vulnerable to DoS attack
[14]. A malicious party could inevitably lock the assets as
the initiator of the swap is in control of the abortion method.

• Loss of fund in Atomic Swap: is a security issue where funds
of the parties involved could be lost if they go offline for
a longer period than the timeout before the withdrawing
execution and after giving their secret [41]. HTLC based
interoperability solutions are vulnerable to this attack.

• Double Spending Attack: in interoperable blockchains, this
attack occurs when one user has multiple accounts in a net-
work (or are in collusion with multiple accounts). The user
can first have a transaction with a user on the other network
and receive service from an honest client. Afterwards, he
can send the same money again from another account and
again receive the service from the honest client as he is in
another network unknowing of the double-spending attack
[43]. Reliance on third parties in Notary schemes prevents
collusion with multiple accounts. Thus Notary schemes are
not subject to this attack, but Side Chains and HTLC are
vulnerable.

• No transaction finality [26, 44]: Finality is used to guarantee
that transactions cannot be altered, reversed or cancelled
when the transaction becomes final. The longer time period
for finality gives more time for additional checks to be per-
formed and reported to the network. In HTCL, contracts are
locked for a specific time, which guarantees to reach a form
of finality by the end of this time. Strategies utilizing notary
schemes and side chains should address this attack.

• Timing attack: Side Chains are independent blockchains that
employ their own consensus models and block parameters
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Table 1: Searching terms

X1. Blockchain Interoperability Y1. Privacy Z1. Issue
X2. Polkadot Y2. Security Z2. Attack
X3. Cosmos Z3. Challenge

Z4. Solution

Table 2: Quality assessment for grey literature [18]

Criteria Questions Possible answers

Authority of the producer Is the publishing organization reputable? 1: The organization is reputable
0.5: The organization is not well known

0: The organization is unknown

Is an individual author associatedwith a reputable organization? 1: True
0: False

Has the author published other work in the field? 1: True
0: False

Does the author have expertise in the area? 1: Author has expertise in the area
0: Author has not expertise in the area

Methodology Does the source have a clearly stated aim? 1: True
0: False

Does the work cover a specific question? 1: Yes
0.5: Not clear

0: No

Objectivity Is the statement in the sources as objective as possible? Or, is
the statement a subjective opinion?

1: Objective
0.5: Partially objective

0: Subjective

Does the work seem to be balanced in presentation? 1: Balanced
0.5: Partially balanced

0: Not balanced

Are the conclusions supported by the data? 1: Supported
0.5: Partially supported

0: Not supported

Date Does the item have a clearly stated date? 1: Clearly stated date
0: No date

Position w.r.t. related sources Have key related GL or formal sources been linked to / dis-
cussed?

1: True
0: False

Novelty Does it enrich or add something unique to the research? 1: Enriches our reasearch
0.5: Partially enriches our research
0: Does not enrich our research

Outlet type Outlet measures - 1st tier GL (measure=1): High outlet control/ High credibility:
Books, magazines, theses, government reports, white papers
- 2nd tier GL (measure=0.5): Moderate outlet control/ Moderate
credibility: Annual reports, news articles, presentations, videos,
Q/A sites (such as StackOverflow), Wiki articles
- 3rd tier GL (measure=0): Low outlet control/ Low credibility:
Blogs, emails, tweets

to enhance transaction processing in terms of time. They
can also be used for interoperability. For instance, Loom
is a sidechain for developing dApps on Ethereum. In [47],
Amritraj Singh et al. introduce the potential issue on Loom
where the transaction history is periodically updated on the
mainchain, and an old version of the transaction history
is therefore located on the sidechain periodically as well.
This can make the sidechains vulnerable to timing attacks
between the updates where the Side Chain is not updated.

• Incompatible cryptography: An interoperable blockchain
network may use different signature algorithms and differ-
ent hashes. This may cause complexity and transaction chal-
lenges as a consequence of more functionality and managing
different signature algorithms [50].

• Single Point of Failure: A single point failure could be a
critical issue for the use of third-party software and the two-
way-peg [47]. The two-way-peg method is a solution for
transferring coins from a mainchain to a sidechain. There
are different methods of implementing two-way-peg, e.g.,
centralized and federated. [33] describes different types of
solutions for gaining interoperability and emphasizes an
issue that most notary scheme solutions build upon the trust
of the notary. A notary failure could therefore induce a single
point failure.

• Private Key Attacks: Storing private keys is similar to pass-
word management in many ways. If they end up in a mali-
cious actor’s hands, the system/account with the vulnerable
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private key is ultimately in ownership of the malicious ac-
tor. Having systems for encryption is therefore extremely
important. Nonetheless, even with these types of systems in
place, the ultimate job of securely storing the password lies
with the users [17].

• Sybil Attack: is an attack where a majority of actors of mali-
cious behaviour could potentially lead to a critical security
weakness of any blockchain. This attack is mentioned in
many research papers on blockchain in general and is still
an essential aspect of blockchain interoperability [6][36].

• Eclipse Attack: Although an attack that requires an artificial
environment to manipulate a specific node is rare, it is still
possible. Eclipse attack is a type of attack which takes advan-
tage of the distributed feature of Blockchain. Attackers aim
to isolate a specific user(s) rather than attacking the whole
network [23]. Similar to the sybil attack, the eclipse attack is
closely related to general blockchain vulnerability. However,
it will be inherited by any interoperable system.

• Denial of Service (DoS): Actively preventing transactions
and key transfers, locking assets, or other types of locking
in the system is seen as DoS attacks. Such attacks should be
mitigated in blockchain interoperability systems as best as
possible [6, 14, 25, 41].

• No liveness: In the Adversary Capabilities in Practical Byzan-
tine Fault Tolerance [49], the author reviews Polkadot’s
GRANDPA BFT protocol and shows mathematically that it
can’t achieve liveness if the adversary is allowed to resched-
ule the message delivery order in the underlying networks.
[42] highlighted that liveness cannot be achieved with asyn-
chronous communication protocols due to the unset response
time of the communicating parties.

• Fraud-Proof Attack: Recently, several proof-based attempts
at solving Ethereum’s scalability problem have been intro-
duced. In [41], an issue with an anchored blockchain on
Ethereums sidechain called PLASMA which uses proof of
exit and frauds for consensus has been identified. PLASMA
does not deal with security where an exit proof has been
given, but a malicious actor challenges with a fraud-proof,
and the honest actor is offline for the entire challenge period
(approximately 7 days). If this happens, the malicious actor
could steal the tokens.

• Identifier Leaks in HTLC: is a privacy vulnerability described
in [31], in which the payment path holds identifiers from
the HTLC that is leaked and could be observed, thus making
transaction and involved parties publicly visible [15, 17].

Table 3 provides a comprehensive comparison between the var-
ious security and privacy vulnerabilities and attacks, their clas-
sification based on whether they target blockchain in general or
interoperable blockchains. Further, it matches these vulnerabilities
to the different strategies for blockchain interoperability by high-
lighting the interoperability solutions which are subject to these
attacks .

4.2 RQ2: mitigations
As blockchain technology grows, the need for cross-chain commu-
nications is essential for further adaption. When connecting both

private and public blockchain networks together, it is necessary to
do mitigation in order to secure the network and provide the right
privacy policies.

Since Cosmos and Polkadot use Proof-of-Stake (PoS), they de-
veloped shared security models to share their security across the
network and to prevent wealthy attackers from attacking smaller
interconnected blockchains with a lower bounded stake. For ex-
ample, Interchain Security Hub is introduced in Cosmos to share
its set of validators with participating (child) chains. Similarly, a
shared security model is introduced in Polkadot to define how all
parachains connected to the Relay chain can economically benefit
from the security provided by their validators [46], hence, providing
stronger guarantees for security. Moreover, several mitigations to
the security vulnerabilities listed in 4.1 are proposed in the litera-
ture.

On the other hand, similar approaches to address the privacy
issues related to interoperable blockchains are presented by Cos-
mos and Polkadot. In Cosmos, Secret Network is introduced as a
base-layer blockchain network built using the Cosmos SDK. It is
an independent blockchain network that supports smart contracts
and data privacy by default, and it is capable of interoperability
within the Cosmos network using Interblockchain Communication
protocol (IBC). Manta Network is a project on Polkadot aiming
for developing a privacy-preserving protocol for the DeFi stack
on Polkadot. It offers two smart contract layers, the Decentralized
Anonymous Payment (DAP) protocol and the Decentralized Anony-
mous Exchange (DAX) protocol. DAX is based on zk-SNARK and
an automated market maker (AMM), and allows the user to anony-
mously trade private tokens on the platform [9, 32]. Polkdaot has
another on-going project called Phale which aims for building trust
in the computation cloud.

Details about mitigation approaches to security and privacy
issues is presented in Table 4. It can be noticed that there are vul-
nerabilities where the primary papers does not provide a proper
solution. This could be a result of considering several challenges
while providing mitigation to only a few. For instance Malavolta
et al. [31] mitigates the issue with the Wormhole Attack in HTLC
without having a solution for Denial of Service, asset locking or
loss of funds in atomic swaps. From the scientific papers, most of
the mitigation to potential vulnerabilities via their own solutions
are mostly presented without much consequences. Without fur-
ther investigation, we cannot reach a conclusion that the proposed
mitigation implied further security and privacy challenges.In the
grey literature, [50] presents the potential issue of multiple sig-
nature algorithms within different networks. Albeit a solution is
not proposed, the necessity of handling different algorithms with
some form of protocol in order to maintain secure interoperability
between blockchains is an important information.

4.3 RQ3: mitigations’ challenges
Different vulnerabilities enables the need for further complexity
to a system in order to mitigate for those types of vulnerabilities.
Here, we present the challenges that arose from the mitigations
presented from the primary papers.

Due to blockchain trilemma [19], scalability is heavily influ-
enced by the security. From most of the mitigations mentioned
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Table 3: Existing security and privacy challenges related to blockchain interoperability.

Vulnerability Vulnerability Scope Interoperability Approach
General Blockchain Interoperable Blockchain Notary Side Chains/Relay HTLC

Wormhole attack ✔ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔

Collusion attack ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔

DoS in Atomic Swap ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔

Loss of fund in Atomic Swap ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔

Double Spending Attack ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔

No transaction finality ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗

Timing Attack ✔ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✔

Incompatible cryptography ✗ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Single point failure ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✗

Private key attacks ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Sybil Attacks ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Eclipse Attack ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Denial of Service (DoS) ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

No Liveness ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Fraud-proof attack ✗ ✔ ✗ ✔ ✗

Identifier Leaks in HTLC ✗ ✔ ✗ ✗ ✔

for research question 2, a decrease in scalability where the overall
transaction speed is reduced is a negative outcome from the miti-
gation itself. Our surveyed studies mentioned that the following
mitigation makes the system less scalable.

• Anonymous multi-hop locks with more rounds for solving
the issues with HTCL [31].

• Private swaps for solving the identifier leaks inherited by
the issue with HTCL [15].

• Mitigation to generate finality by having a wait-time for
each transaction described by the developers of Bifrost and
Koens et al. [26, 44].

• Implementing a two-way-peg based on simplyfied payment
verification [47]. This slows the transactions due to the veri-
fication that is needed from both parties.

• The solution of having three observers on each network
in order to prevent double spending attacks. This solution
was presented by Kuheli Sai and David Tipper [43]. With an
increase of nodes, issues, work for the observers, networks
etc. will lead to possible scalability-issues.

• In order to improve the security of private keys, the devlopers
of Bifrost [44] presented a solution with multiple signatures.
This would lead to a slower transaction speed.

A note is that the solution with anonymous multi-hop locks by
Malavolta et al.[31] tested the transaction speed and found it per-
forming well in comparison to the original HTCL based system.

For an extra added implementation, there is often an extra added
complexity to the blockchain system that could generate issues
for implementation, updates and further expanding the blockchain.
In the mitigations for improving the security of private keys by
implementing elliptic curve diffie-hellman presented by [25] and
[31], generates a complexity to the system. The same issue is derived
by preventing collusion inHTCL-schemes by implementing another
layer on top of the interledger protocol [25] as well as the solution
to the double spending attack presented by [43].

5 DISCUSSION
Based on the selection and analysis result, it’s clear that there is
a lack of research being done in security and privacy regarding
blockchain interoperability. Related studies, such as [4, 42, 52],
focused on interoperability solutions in general. To the best of
our knowledge, no MLRs exist on security and privacy issues
within blockchain interoperability and the corresponding mitiga-
tion. Therefore it was not possible to take inspiration from previous
works other than from MLRs focusing on other types of research.
Our MLR provides a list of specific vulnerabilities within different
types of systems. Some of these systems are used by blockchains
in order to induce interoperability between blockchains. However,
there are other vulnerabilities which is not covered in our work
such as Code Exploitation in smart contracts.

Mitigations: after analysing proposed mitigations for potential
security and privacy challenges within blockchain interoperabil-
ity, we found that the grey literature provided no real descriptive
work. This is mainly due to the fact that forum posts, blogs and
websites necessarily did not provide a solution to their presented
issues. Within the scientific literature, we found that the issue with
asset locking using HTCL was not specifically described with a
solution. Moreover, most of the solutions to other challenges were
not reaching a complete mitigation, meaning they did not provide
100% secure solutions. For instance, the solution to collusion attack
on the Interledger Protocol (ILP) where Khosla et al. implemented a
layer on top of the ILP. This made it significant harder to collaborate,
however, not impossible [25].

Mitigations’ challenges: Our goal was to present the chal-
lenges arising from the mitigations. The pool of grey literature
did not provide any information about these challenges, but it
highlights that security and privacy are two important topics for
further research and development, in order to create well-regulated
blockchain networks. Existing blockchain interoperability solutions,
such as Polkadot and Cosmos, constantly improve their security and
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Table 4: Link between vulnerabilities from RQ1 and mitigation from RQ2.

Attacks and vulnerabilities Mitigation(s) Reference(s)

Wormhole attack Anonymous multi-hop locks (AMHL) [31]

Collusion attack Additional communication layer. Exmaplewith CEPA-layer on top of Interledger
Protocol

[25]

Denial of Service (DoS) in Atomic Swap

Loss of funds in Atomic Swap

Double spending attack Disincentivizing mechanism with three observers [43]

Fee for transactions for all invlolved parties (Cosmos) [41]

No transaction finality Implement a wait-time of x [44][26]

Timing-attack Anonymous multi-hop locks (AMHL) [31]

Additional communication layer, e.g., with CEPA-layer on top of Interledger
Protocol

[25]

Private swaps with the use of secret release [15]

Incompatible cryptography

Single point failure Do not utilize third party software [36]

To mitigate single point failure in two-way-peg you could implement simplified
payment verification

[47]

Shared security (Polkadot and Cosmos) [38][40]

Private key attack Using a well researched encryption and key exchange algorithm [44][31][25]

Sybil attack Make a mathematical alteration to the regular Proof of Stake consensus al-
gorithm in order to make it harder for malicious actors wanting to gain a
majority-control. For example Multi-tokens proof of stake (MPoS)

[36]

Eclipse attack Generate a large routing table able to hold at least some honest nodes [6]

Denial of Service (DoS) Presenting a protocol yielding proof of finality and liveness [49]

No liveness

Fraud-proof attack

Identifier leaks in HTLC Anonymous multi-hop locks (AMHL) [31]

Additional communication layer. Exmaplewith CEPA-layer on top of Interledger
Protocol

[25]

Private swaps with the use of secret release [15]

privacy solutions by team members and collaboration [2, 37, 38].
At the time we conduct this review, some features on security and
privacy are introduced by the existing interoperability solutions, so
the lack of knowledge and research in the field is raised naturally.

In the scientific literature, scalability and complexity are the
open challenges around the presented results of our second re-
search question. However, that is challenges outside of the scope
of this paper. None of the primary papers imply further implica-
tions to security and privacy issues from their own solution to their
specific research area. One could say that increasing complexity
to a system might lead to security risks. Humans tends to make
mistakes, especially doing complicated tasks such as implementing
complex systems. This might lead to mistakes in code which in turn
could make the system vulnerable to attacks.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
Weperformed aMLR on security and privacy challenges in blockchain
interoperability. We systematically analyzed 16 scientific literature
and 30 informative grey literature. We examined different security
and privacy challenges, mitigation, open challenges that arose from
the mitigations, and potential future research. By including grey
literature in our review, we achieve a broader knowledge base and
provide data not found within published literature. In addition, grey
literature fosters a balanced and more comprehensive picture. In
this MLR, we scrutinized blockchain interoperability in general and

existing solutions (Cosmos, Polkadot, etc). By exploring each secu-
rity and privacy challenges in interoperable blockchains, we have
identified several vulnerabilities such as Hash Time Lock Contract,
private key attacks, network analysis, and so on. In addition, we
have summarized the state-of-the-art mitigation against the iden-
tified vulnerabilities and the limitations of the mitigation. In the
future, we plan to to evaluate and improve some of the proposed
mitigation approaches to address the security and privacy issues of
blockchain interoperability.
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